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Welcome to BLIde
Welcome to BLIde!
BLIde is a powerful IDE for Blitz Max, designed to work very closely with the project file
management performed by the BlitzMax engine. It's inspired by the .NET IDE and some other great
tools. BLIde is not intended to be a commercial product. It's been created to be used as a powerful
tool for Blitz Max developers. All files edited and created within BLIde can be still be compiled in the
standard BlitzMax IDE for Macintosh or Linux, ensuring cross-platform compatibility.
See also: Setting up BLIde
BLIde

31
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2

Beginner

2.1

Getting started

13

Before we begin
First of all, If you're new to BlitzMax, it is highly recommended that you take a look to the BlitzMax
documentation and see some samples.
Creating and compiling a BMX file
To create a new BMX file, just select File / New / New file.
Doing so, you will see a dialog like this one:

Select the option BlitzMax file, put a name for your file and press OK.
Then the code window will appear. When you're done entering the code, press F5 to compile and run
you application.
To edit properly C++, C, Assembler, J# or any other kind of file, you will need a BLIde Plus license.
for more information take a look to blide.org

2.2

Debugger and compiler
Compiling an application or project.
Before compiling and running an application or project, check the compiler options. (View /
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Panels / Compiler options)

The field Quick build enables or disables the Quick Build mode of the BlitzMax compiler.
The field Command line parameters contains the command line arguments passed to the program
that will be built and run.
The field Threaded build will enable support for multithread applications. If your application is using
any of the BlitzMax multithread features, you should enable this flag.
If you want to specify if you are building a console application, a GUI application, a BLIde Plug In or
a Windows 32 bits DLL, see The code window 87 .
Debugging an application or project
The field Debug enabled enables or disables the debugger It's highly recommended to disable the
debugger for final releases of your program or project, as applications with the debug flag set to
true, usually perform slower that optimized release builds.
If the debugger is enabled, it allows you to halt execution of your program and examine variable
values to help pinpoint errors. To use the debugger.
To halt the program, place a DebugStop command in your code. When your code is executed,
your program will pause execution at the DebugStop command and pull up the Debug Tracer panel.
This allows you to check variable values in both the current module and in parent modules.

© 2004-2010 Manel Ibáñez
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The Debug Command Bar is located at the top left of the screen.

The following operations are available while execution is paused:
Continue
This continues execution until either the next DebugStop command or the program completes
execution.
Step In
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Step in pauses execution after every command. This allows the programmer to examine variables
after every code line is executed.
Big Step
When Big Step is used, the program does not step into function calls.
Step Out
This command is used in conjunction with Step In. It will complete the currently running loop or
function and then pause.
Kill app
This halts program execution. The program may also be halted by clicking anywhere along the red
bar under the debug buttons.
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3

Configuration wizard

3.1

Welcome page
The configuration wizard is the first wizard shown by BLIde. This wizard will configure BLIde to work
properly with the BlitzMax compiler.
This is the first page of the wizard:

This page is just a welcome page, you may click Next to proceed, or Cancel.
See: Configuration Wizard - Locating BlitzMax

3.2

18

Locating BlitzMax
This is the second page of the BLIde configuration wizard. In this page, we're forced to locate the
BlitzMax set-up folder in our system.
This page looks like this:
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Until we don't select a valid folder containing a BlitzMax engine, the Next button will be disabled.
See the difference:
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After locating the correct BlitzMax installation folder, just click on Next
See also: Configuration Wizard - Select a BLIde skin

21
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3.3

21

Select the BLIde Skin
This page of the wizard lets you choose from a collection of the available BLIde skins.

You can select your favorite skin and press 'Next'
See also: Configuration Wizard - Personal information

3.4

21

Personal information
This page of the wizard lets you introduce your personal or company information. By doing so, this
information will be automatically linked to your projects. This information can be then modified 'per
project'.
This wizard page looks like this:
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When you're done, just click on 'Next'
See also: Configuration Wizard - check for updates

3.5

22

Check for updates
By enabling the option marked on this page, BLIde will automatically check for available updates
when it is started. This 'check for updates' mechanism only takes 9 to 11 bytes of internet transfer,
and no personal information is collected.
This wizard a computer user interface that leads a user through dialog steps page looks like this:
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When you're done, press 'Next'
see also: Configuration Wizard - Start up mode

3.6

23

Start up mode
This wizard a computer user interface that leads a user through dialog steps page lets you configure
the start-up mode for BLIde.
This page looks like this:
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The available options are:
-Welcome page: This page will show the BLIde news channel, and information about last opened
projects. This is the recommended option.
-Automatically open the latest application: By selecting this option, BLIde will load the latest opened
project when it is started
-Do nothing: BLIde will not open anything on start-up, and will only show the BLIde help window
-Empty workspace: BLIde will not open anything on start-up, and will not show the BLIde help
window, just an empty workspace
When you're done, just click 'Next'
See also: Configuration Wizard - Default help page

3.7

24

Default help page
BLIde has a embedded HTML navigation window that will help you viewing documentation. This
wizard page let's you configure witch will be the default HTML start page when BLIde is launched.
This page looks like this:
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The "BLIde help page" option will display BLIde documentation by default, at start up, otherwise
default BlitzMax documentation is shown
When you're done click "Next"
See also: Configuration wizard - autocomplete brackets
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Autocomplete brackets
BLIde can automatically autocomplete brackets and quotes as you type. To enable this behaviour,
just check the appropriate checkbox.

See also: Configuration wizard - Enable virtual white spaces

3.9

26

Enable virtual white spaces
Some ancient Basic editors for MS-DOS had a different caret management when editing source
code. The caret was not 'jumping' to the next line when the caret reached the end of the current line.
This can be enabled on BLIde to make the caret work like in QuickBasic (Integrated Development
Environment and Compiler for the BASIC programming language that was developed by Microsoft)
4.5 or QBasic 1.1. To enable this non-standard caret positioning, enable the Virtual white spaces
option.
This wizard a computer user interface that leads a user through dialog steps page looks like this:
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When you're done, click "Next"
See also: Configuration wizard - Layout style
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Layout style
BLIde has 2 different layout styles by default. In the configuration wizard we can choose between
two of them (the most frequently used).

Select complete layout mode to see most of the panels and tools in the IDE window. This is
recommended for users working at high resolution monitors (1280x1024 or above)
Simple layout mode will hide some of the panels and tools in the IDE, giving more space to the texteditor window. This is recommended for lower screen resolutions.
Notice that BLIde is not designed to work on screen resolutions smaller than 1024x768, 1280x1024
or higher is recommended.
When you're done, click "Next"
See also: Configuration wizard - Smart text format

29
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29

Smart text format
BLIde can automatically format your source code as you type. This will help you have a standard
coding style in all your documents, making them easier to read and maintain.

The smart text formatting can work in 3 ways:
· Format all spacing and tabs, and convert data type shortcuts to data type names. Selecting this,
BLIde will convert all your $ to :String, all your % to :Int, etc. And will fix spacing in your code
expressions.
· Format only spacing and tabbing
· Disable smart text formatting.
See also:
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Setting up BLIde

4.1

Setting up BLIde
You can set up your BLIde installation by selecting File / Settings / Preferences
This will open the BLIde Preferences Dialog.

This window has four main sections:
General Preferences 32
Editor Preferences 34
Code Analyzer preferences 37
Advanced Preferences 38
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General preferences

In this window, we can configure some BLIde areas.
This section will make BLIde start in four available ways:

Start-up mode:

·

Welcome window: By selecting this option, BLIde will display a
welcome page when it is started, letting the user choose from a list of
available options (create a new project, reopen latest project, etc.)
This welcome window also displays the BLIde internet news channel
at startup.

·

Reopen application and tabs: By selecting this option, BLIde will
reopen all the files that were being edited last time that BLIde was
closed.

·

Nothing: BLIde will load its default layout, and nothing more

·

Empty
workspace: BLIde will load its default layout and hide even
the html help window.

Check for updates at By enabling this option BLIde will check for updates availability every time it
start-up:
is started. Enabling this option will consume a 8 to 12 bytes of internet data
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transfer every time BLIde is started.
Use BLIde help page Enabling this option, the BLIde help will be displayed when BLIde is launched.
as welcome page: Disabling this option will show the standard BlitzMax help instead.
Create a BAK file
when a file is
opened:

Enabling this option will make BLIde create a .bak file every time a file is
opened. This back file should be recovered in case of data lose.

Focus console when This option will make the BLIde console to get the application focus when an
application
application being debugged generated output to the console. This is highly
generated output:
recommended.
Enable Plug-ins:

This option will make BLIde use all available BLIde plug-ins.

Console Lines:

Use this option to configure the maximum number of text-lines the BLIde
console will be storing.

Show helpful hints at Enabling this option, a little helpful hint area will be displayed in the BLIde
start-up:
main window, when BLIde starts.
Play sound on
compile error:

When there's a compilation error, BLIde will play a sound.

Scroll based
Enable this option to change the way files are selected inside the tabbed
document selection documents area.
Expand solution
nodes when a
solution is loaded

Select this option to force BLIde to expand all solution nodes in the solution
explorer when a solution is loaded.

Allow fade in/out to
prevent flickering

Enabled or disables the Fade in/out effect performed by BLIde to prevent
flickering when loading solutions
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Editor preferences

In this window, we can configure some key features of the BLIde editor.
Quick help in the Quick Enabling this option, BLIde will show some additional information in the status
info panel
panel at the bottom of the editor window, when editing a document.

Full folding mode

By enabling this option BLIde will produce folding for the edited file. The folding
is generated at run-time by a AST (Abstract Syntax Tree internally used to
understand the code structure, dependencies and inheritance.) dedicated
semantic and lexical parser. Disabling this option will disable folding for
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BlitzMax documents, but will increase the parsing speed of BLIde drastically.
Normalize case

Enabling this option, BLIde will automatically case correct all known keywords
and identifiers. As instance, drawtext will become DrawText

Code Completion

Enabling this option will make BLIde complete automatically some sections of
code as you type. For example, if you type Function Whatever:int(), BLIde
will automatically add the appropriate End Function.

Autocomplete brackets Enabling this option will make BLIde complete automatically all bracket symbols
and double quotes
and double quotes.
Start a new line after
pressing ENTER on
autolists

By selecting this, BLIde will start a new line after pressing ENTER, when an
autolists is displayed in the editor window. This is the default behaviour since
version 00.10.04-A and it is very recommended when mixed with the Advanced
predictive autolists.
Enabling this option will make BLIde show a list of available items when working
with classes.
This is an example of an Autolist in action:

Enable Autolists

Advanced predictive
autolists

This option will enable an advanced predictive autolists mode on BLIde. This
mode provides completion suggestions as the coder works, based on an internal
BlitzMax-like dictionary, the available modules in the BLIde database modules,
and the solution code and context-based local variables. All in all, this mode
can provide a huge gain in productivity but, in the other hand, is quite CPU
heavy while editing.

Enable Virtual white
spaces

Enabling this option BLIde will treat end of lines as in ancient QBasic,
TurboBasic or QuickBasic (Integrated Development Environment and Compiler
for the BASIC programming language that was developed by Microsoft) editor,
so the caret won't jump to the next line when the end of the current one is
reached.

Draw line numbers

Enabling this option, BLIde will draw the line numbers of the edited code in the
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gutter margin of the edit window.
Show mouse-overidentifier help

Enabling this option, BLIde will display any available information about the word
currently under the mouse pointer, when editing a source code file.

Show parameter hint
while typing

Enabling this option will make BLIde show a pop-up with function parameter
information as you type. This is highly recommended.

Tab size

The default TAB character size, measured in white spaces. By default in most
editors the TAB size is 4 white spaces.

Folded popup back colorThe background color of the folded region preview pop-up.
Enabling this option, BLIde will automatically format the text you have edited to
make it look good and the same in all the source code document.
Example:
Smart text formatter...

Function MyFunction : Tlist (Optionalx:int = 5 )
would become:
Function MyFunction:Tlist(Optionalx:Int = 5)
Notice how spaces and tabs are arranged to make the code easier to read.
Enabling this option will make BLIde convert any data-type identifier such as %,
$, @, etc. to its data-type name, making your code easier to read and maintain.
Example:

Convert data types

Local Var1$ = "Hello"
Would become:
Local Var1:String = "Hello"

Use Alt+Enter instead
of Ctrl+Space for
commands
autocompletion

This option provides an alternative shortcut for commands autocompletion to
Chinese user's that use Ctrl+Space to change the input text mode.

Tabbed autolists when
working with BlitzMax
code

By selecting this option, BLIde will provide a common / all tab selection in all
autocompletion windows.

Show symbols

This option allows the user to see a representation of all control scape chars
such as CR, TAB, etc.

Show TAB guides on
editor

Enable this option to see vertical TAB guides on the code window.
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Highlighting matching
braces

This options will let you decide how you want the matching braces to be
highlighted. There are several options such as make bold, draw box, etc.

Symbols display color

This will let you select the color used by BLIde to draw all special symbols,
such as CR, TAB, etc.

See also: Advanced preferences

4.4

37

38

, Code Analyzer Preferences

37

, General Preferences

32

Code Analyzer preferences

In this window, we can configure some key features of the BLIde code analyzer.
Draw errors on editor
window

Enabling this option, BLIde will draw a red wave line under syntax errors on
the code window, and a blue wave line under warnings.

By enabling this option BLIde will show any available additional information
Show mouse hover
when the mouse pointer is placed over a error reported by the code
bugs and warning hints
analyzer.

See also: Advanced preferences
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Advanced preferences

In this window, we can configure some advanced features of the BLIde editor and AST engine.
Enabling this option will force BLIde to consider any function, global, const,
Use complete modules method or class defined in any module as a keyword. This will significantly
highlighting
increase the number of reserved words highlighted by the BMX parser.
Enabling this option should not impose any performance hit.

Background
performance

By changing this value all the background processes of BLIde will change
their thread priority. If you're running BLIde on a slower computer a higher
value will result in less CPU usage allowing for a more responsive editing
experience. A default value of 2 should work OK in most modern
computers. Multi-core CPUs can change this value to 1, without any
compromise.

Identify debug builds
with .debug.exe

Enable this option if you want BLIde to add a .debug mark to all your debug
builds. Otherwise, debug builds and release builds will have the same name.

Use 16 bits Unicode
sub format

Select this option if you want BLIde to use 16 bits Unicode format, when
Unicode is requested to be used.

Force Unicode format Select this option if you want BLIde to use always Unicode format, even on
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documents that only contain ANSI characters.

UTF8 console

Select this option if you want BLIde to communicate with the BlitzMax pipes
using UTF8 encoding instead of ANSI encoding. The default value is
'checked'.

Pre-allocate memory
to speed up
performance

Memory allocation is a slow task. Enabling this option will let BLIde allocate
as much memory as needed to speed up its internal creation and collection
of object instances. The amount of memory pre-allocated will be determined
by the computer architecture and available free memory.

Automatically update This option forces BLIde to update the whole modules database when BLIde
modules database
is started a given number of times (by default 5 times).
Update the database
every X restarts

Set the number of BLIde restarts that are required for BLIde to refresh its
internal modules database

See also: Code analyzer preferences
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BLIde Solutions (projects)

5.1

Unmanaged solutions

5.1.1

Unmanaged solutions on BLIde

41

A Solution is a collection of programs. That is, a solution can be a single project that generates a
EXE file, or a set of projects that generates Executables, Modules, etc.
A BLIde unmanaged solution is formed of this structure:
·

1.- The solution: A file (with extension BLIdeUS) that contains information of the included
projects

·

2.- Projects: Each project is conformed by a set of files that generate a executable, a
module, a Dll, a Html page, whatever.

·

3.- The files(source code)

So, if we're creating a BlitzMax game, usually we will have a solution called MyGame.BLIdeUS,
that, at the same time can contain a project called SuperAsteroids, that at the same time, contains
all the files needed to generate the EXE.
In an unmanaged solution, you can mix several kind of projects. That is, you can have a project that
generates a EXE coded in BlitzMax, and also a project that generates a DLL coded in C++, and
also a project that generates a Module mixing C and BlitzMax. All this can be done in a single
solution, and BLIde will know how to compile everything when you press F5. As easy as this.

5.1.2

The unmanaged solution explorer buttons
The unmanaged solution explorer has some buttons to automate the most usual operations:

This button will display the build order dialog. In this dialog you can determine the build order for
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the projects in your solution. Sometimes you need a project that generates a Module, to build first
that the EXE that is importing it.
This button can be used to add a new project to the current unmanaged solution. A wizard
window will appear
This button can be used to add am existing BlitzMax module as a new project to the current
unmanaged solution. It can be used also to create new modules
This button can be used to exclude a project from the current unmanaged solution.

5.1.3

Unmanaged solution context menus
When we right click on a item in the unmanaged solution explorer, we bring up the context menu for
the item:

Make this project the main one: Select this option to make this project the one that is run after all
the compilation process is ended, after pressing F5
Set this file as the entry point: Select this option to make a file (bmx, c, c++, etc) the entry point
of the project when the project is being compiled
Rename item: Changes the name of the selected item
Create a new file here: This will create a new file in the selected location.
Add an existing file to project here: This will add an already existing file to the project, and if the file
is not in the project selected location, it'll be copied.
Exclude this file from the project: This will exclude the selected file from the project.
Exclude this file and delete it from disk: This will exclude the selected file from the project and also
delete the file from disk
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Create sub folder: This option will create a sub folder in the selected location
Delete folder: This option will delete a folder in the selected location, if the folder is empty.
Otherwise a error message is displayed

5.2

Managed solutions

5.2.1

What is a managed solution
Managed

Solutions

A solution is a collection of programs. That is, a solution can be a single project that generates a
EXE file, or a set of projects that generates Executables, Modules, etc.
A BLIde Managed Solution is a project kind that automates some of the common task of creating a
complex application. While managed solutions are a recommended project mode for applications
completely written in BlitzMax. When thinking on big applications, team developments, or
applications that mix several programming languages, we recommend to use unmanaged solutions
instead.
BLIde managed solutions are not very portable to other IDEs, so while they add several benefits,
team development and complex multi language developments are better accomplished with
unmanaged solutions 41 .
Said that, a BLIde managed solution is formed of 4 parts:
1.- The complete solution witch is a list of all available files, and their relationships.
2.- The program managers. Each program manager generates an executable (an EXE, a Module,
etc.)
3.- The source code files
4.- The incbinned resources
That means a single solution can generate several executables, and each executable can have
several source code files. Everything sorted and organized in a easy user interface view called
Solution Explorer.
The solution explorer looks like this:
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In this Managed Solution example, there are 2 Program managers, one called 'Program Manager 2.
bmx' and another one called 'Program manager 1.bmx'.
Those BMX files are automatically written and created by BLIde, so you don't have to deal with their
internal code, just let BLIde create them and change them when needed.
But, what does this program managers do?
This program managers contains all the include, incbin, import statements needed by the BlitzMax
compiler, to compile your solution respecting the way you have organized your files in the solution
explorer. That is, you only have to worry about coding and organizing your files as you wish, and
BLIde will do the tedious work of putting all together automatically due the program manager files.
That's why they're called Program Managers.
There are 4 kind of program managers a solution can have:
·

Windows EXE (The compiler will generate a standard GUI (Graphical user interface)
Windows EXE when this program manager is compiled by BlitzMax)

·

Console Application (The compiler will generate a standard console Windows EXE when
this program manager is compiled by BlitzMax)

·

Module (The compiler will generate a standard BlitzMax module when this program
manager is compiled)

·

Imported Library (The compiler will ignore this project unless it is imported by another
program manager. this is an advanced topic but, just as a little advance, a program
manager can import another program manager).

Some of the most habitual solution configurations are:
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·

A single program manager that generates a standard Windows EXE. This will be the default
configuration for non-advanced users.

·

A couple of program managers, one generates a Module, and the other one generates a
standard EXE to test the module.

In the example above, we have a managed solution that has 2 program managers:
Program Manager 1.bmx
Program Manager 2.bmx
At the same time, the program manager 2.bmx has the following code files:
Program 2 code file.bmx
And the Program Manager 1.bmx has the following code files:
Program 1 code file 1.bmx
Program 1 code file 2.bmx
As you can see, files are shown respecting the real disk allocation, so if there's any folder in the
program manager location, it is also displayed in the solution manager. In fact, you can drag files to/
from folders, create new folders, and organize everything as you wish without changing a single line
of code. (The program manager will be automatically changed and updated for you).
To see some of the real advantages you have when working with managed solutions, you can take
a look to the context menu of a program manager:
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From there, you can easily add a new BMX code file to the current Program Manager, add an
existing BMX file to the current program manager, add a resource file (a file that will be incbinned
in the final binary), You can also decide the order in which the files will be included when the
program manager is compiled (Program includes order), You can additionally set or modify the
program manager framework, create or delete folders, rename the Program Manager, set this
program manager the start program, etc.
NOTE:
Obviously, there's something to keep in mind while working with managed solutions. As long as the
files organization is performed automatically by BLIde using the Solution Explorer, you should not
use IMPORT or INCLUDE sentences in your managed solution code, unless you want to make an
area of your solution unmanaged. Any file INCLUDED or IMPORTED directly from your code, not
using the solution explorer, will not be available in the solution explorer of a managed solution. In
fact, working this way is considered a very bad practice on BLIde managed solutions. In case you're
adapting a pre existing project to a managed solution, or importing third party code to BLIde, it is
highly recommended that you spend a little while organizing things to accomplish the Managed
Solution Explorer directives (no imports or includes outside the program manager).
Before you start creating your own managed solution, it is highly recommended to take a look to the
following help topics:
The program manager properties
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The program manager properties
When opening the context menu of a program manager in a managed Solution, you can see an
available option called Program Properties.

When this option is selected, we get a dialog with 4 tabs:
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General

Build as:
Here you can define the build mode of this program manager. The available options are:

Windows Application will generate a standard windows executable
Command line program will generate a standard windows console executable (a windows DOS like
executable)
BLIde Plug In Protocol will generate a BLIde Plug In (This is deprecated and only compatible with
ancient BLIde versions, in current BLIde versions, this option is ignored.)
Imported Library will ignore this program manager until it is imported by another program manager in
the same solution.
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Windows DLL will generate a compatible native 32 bits Windows DLL.
Program name and version.
You can state here your program name and version. This information will be available due the MY
object generated by the program manager (for more information see the MY object)
Compiler Options
You can set here the special compiler flags for the BlitzMax compiler (Strict, SuperStrict or
Relaxed).
Publisher Settings
You can set here the publisher settings for this Program Manager, that is select the ICON for the
EXE, the compression level, and some additional features.
Program comments:
This is a text box where you can leave any comments.
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Includes

and

IncBin

In this tab, we see the list of all included and incbinned files managed by the Program Manager. We
can select a file and move it up and down in the include order. Also, if any code file managed by the
program manager is missing, it will appear in the 'missing includes or incbin references' list, so we
can freely remove it from the list. If this file is located again by the user, it can be dragged to the
solution explorer tree.
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Imports

If your managed solution has any program manager set to 'Importable library' it will appear as
available in this dialog. We can check it so it becomes an Import in our current program manager.
Checking the appropriate file, will convert it to a import in the current program manager. Also notice
we can select some special flags in the property grid at the right of the dialogue.
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Framework

and

libraries

Here we can select witch modules will be imported with our program manager. In case we're using a
third party framework assistant, we can just get the framework and libraries information from the
clipboard using the button 'Get for clipboard'.
The first combo box has a list of all available possible base frameworks, and the checked list box
let us select additional imports.
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Any reference to an not existing module will be placed in the Missing references list, so it can be
removed in order to let the program manager compile without any problem.

5.2.3

Managed Solution Explorer - context menus
When right clicking on an item in the managed solution explorer, we can see the context menus.
When the selected item is a program manager or a folder, the context menu looks
like this one:
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Program properties: Opens the program properties dialog for the currently selected program
manager.
Make this the start program: Sets the currently selected program manager as the start program for
any debug session, so this program will be run when F5 is pressed.
Create sub folder: Creates a new sub folder in the current location
Rename item: Allows the user to rename the currently selected item
Delete Folder: Deletes the currently selected folder. If the folder is not empty this action will fail.
Add a new TYPE file: Creates a new BMX file with the appropriate heading for a BlitzMax Type
Include a new Blank BMX file: Creates a new blank BMX file and adds it to the context location.
Include an existing BMX file: Loads an existing BMX file into the current solution. If the file is
outside the selected destination location, a copy of the file is created.
Embed a IncBin resource: Embeds a file as a resource (internally using IncBin), and makes the
file available due the My object.
Program Includes order: Opens the program includes order in the program manager properties
dialog.
Program Code Imports: Opens the program code imports in the program manager properties dialog.
Program Framework: Opens the program framework tab in the program manager properties dialog.
When the selected item is a standard file or resource, the context menu looks like
this one:
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Open File: Opens the currently selected file in the edit window, or in a preview window if it is a
graphic or 3d compatible file.
Properties for ..... : Opens the program manager properties for the currently selected program
manager
Rename Item: Rename the selected item
Exclude from program: Excludes the selected program from the program manager, but leaves it at
the disk.
Delete: Excludes the selected program from the program manager and deletes it from the disk.

5.2.4

The Managed Solution Explorer Buttons
The solution explorer has some buttons to automate the most usual operations:

Let's see the buttons one by one:
Refresh all the Solution Explorer tree. The Solution Explorer Tree is automatically updated by
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BLIde when changes are made to the solution, so this button is usually unnecessary.
This button will open the Solution Build Order dialog. We can set the build order for all the
program managers available in the current solution.
This button will open the preferences dialog for the currently selected Program Manager.
This button will remove the currently selected Program Manager from the current BLIde
Solution.
This button will create a new Program Manager in the current BLIde Solution.
This button will create a new Program Manager in the current BLIde Solution. This new program
manager will generate a MODULE and will be placed in the correct mod folder.
This button will open a Open File Dialog, to add a existing Program Manager to the current
BLIde Solution.

5.2.5

The MY Object

5.2.5.1

What is the My object
The MY object is a automatically created object on every BLIde Program Manager to store
shortcuts to embedded media, and to retrieve all the available binary information at run time.
To access the MY object from any managed solution, just type MY. and intelliprompt will do the
rest:

Two items of the My object are automatically displayed: The Application member
Resources member 58 .

57

, and The
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The Application member
Inside the MY object, the first member is the 'Application' one.

This member contains the following items:

All this constants contain the available run-time information about the program manager binary.
·

Assemblyinfo is a string const that contains the name of the application followed by the
complete version number.

·

MajorVersion is an integer constant that contains the major version number.

·

MinorVersion is an integer constant that contains the minor version number.

·

Name is a string constant that contains the name of the application

·

Revision is a integer constant that contains the revision number of the current application

·

VersionString is a well formed string containing MM.NN.RR where MM is the major
version number, NN the minor version number and RR the revision number.
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The Resources member
Inside the MY object, the second member is the 'Resources' one.

The resources member contains all the embedded incbinned media in the current application in
string-constants form.
Let's see an example. Imagine we have a solution with this files structure:

In that case, the Resources member of the MY object, will display the following items:

As you can see, the Resources members are the embedded media, and the folders containing
embedded media (in this example, the graphics folder).
So we can do:
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Notice that the MY.Resources member replicates the folders structure for all the embedded media
in the current program manager.
So you can code using all the advantages of intelliprompt:
Graphics 800,600
Local MyImage:TImage
MyImage = LoadImage(My.Resources.Graphics.Picture1_jpg)

5.2.6

Add import nodes to a managed solution
A import node in a managed solution is a piece of code that is imported in a 'parent' piece of code.
Using import nodes, the compilation time decreases drastically as only modified code has to be
recompiled.
When working on a BLIde managed Solution, each program manager is itself a node. Obviously, a
Program manager can get very big, and it can be a good idea to split it on several nodes, to take
advantage of the QuickBuild system performed by the BlitzMax compiler and Linker.
Let's see with an example how to create a new compilation cluster in a existing managed solution.
Imagine we have this solution:

Imagine we want to create a new compilation cluster. To do so we open the context menu over
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MyProgram.bmx:

Then we select 'Add new import node'

After you've done this, a 'Save as' dialog will be displayed. It is a good practice to store the new
import node in a sub folder of the existing program manager. Imagine we save the new Program
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Manager as 'Imports1.bmx'
After we do this, the solution explorer will look like that:

Now the Imports1.bmx is a import for MyProgram.bmx. You can move files to this new import node.
You could, as instance, distribute files like this:

If you want to check that the import node (imports1.bmx) has been properly linked to original
node (MyProgram.bmx), you can open the code imports tab in the properties window of the
original node (MyProgram.bmx):
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You'll see that the import has been properly added.

5.2.7

How to import C code to a managed solution
when working on a managed solution, C and C++ code is not managed directly by the BLIde
solution explorer, so you may add C and C++ code the same way you would add any unmanaged
code file to a solution. If you project really needs to work with C and C++ code, it is highly
recommended to work with an unmanaged solution. Anyway, if you want to use small bits of C or C
++ inside a managed solution, there's still a way to do it:
See: How to import third party code to a solution

63
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How to import third party code on a managed solution
When working with managed solutions, sometimes it is inevitable to use some code that is not
managed (third party frameworks, C or C++ code, etc.). When that happens, the best option is to
convert the code to BlitzMax managed code, create the appropriate program manager, and include
the needed files there, etc. But sometimes, this can be tedious and long, so BLIde provides a way
to allow users to add unmanaged code to a managed Solution.
This is especially useful when importing C, C++ code, or third party frameworks that have not been
designed with BLIde on mind.
To do so, press this button on the BLIde Solution Explorer:
(add unmanaged import to this solution)
After doing this, BLIde will load the unmanaged file, and all of its dependencies on the current
Solution. Obviously, the files dependant to this import will not appear in the managed Solution
Explorer, anyway, this files can still be edited and navigated to using the local shorts tree or the
project dependencies tree.
When the unmanaged file has been imported to the solution, you can import the file to any program
manager from the code imports tab of the program manager properties dialog.
See also: BLIde managed Solutions 43 , The program manager properties, The Solution Explorer
Buttons, Add import nodes to a managed solution 59 .

5.2.9

The project dependencies tree
The Dependencies Project Tree shows the relationship of all the files and programs in your
managed solution. The tree shows the main bmx file and all INCLUDED, INCBINNED or IMPORTED
files attached to it. Also any programs that you have added as part of the project are also shown
here.
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Refresh dependencies
This button forces the Dependencies Project Tree refresh, taking in consideration any change in the
included files of any of the programs in the current project. When working with managed project,
there's no need to refresh the dependencies tree, as it will keep consistent automatically.
Manage additional media files
This button opens the Additional Media files manager

64

.

5.2.10 Additional media files manager
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This dialog helps you adding and removing additional media files related to your managed solution.
This files can be audio files, image files, or any kind of file (a word document with a detailed ToDo
list, etc). This files will be related to the project, and quickly accessible through the Project
Dependencies Tree.

5.2.11 Project info dialogue

In this dialogue, you can set all the solution related information. This dialogue is only available when
working on Managed solutions.
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Setting up Intelliprompt

6.1

How does Intelliprompt work

67

One of the most interesting features of BLIde is its ability to provide suggestions as the coder is
typing. Those suggestions are typically of 2 kinds, Autolists or Parameter hint popups.
An autolist is a kind of popup that provides a list of available items that can be selected and inserted
in the editor window.
This is the typical aspect of an autolist:

In this example, we can see how BLIde shows all available methods for our MyList object. That's
possible because BLIde knows the MyList object is of the kind TList, and BLIde can make a realtime database search to provide the list of items a TList object has.
In the other hand, a Parameter hint popup looks like this:

BLIde will display this parameter hint popups whenever we're making any function or method call.
Notice BLIde provides information about the function or method call declaration, name of parameters,
and what the function or method call is suposed to do (if this information is available). Notice also
that BLIde highlights using Bold the parameter we're currently introducing, witch is very handy,
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Automatic autolists
Automatic Autolists will be displayed by BLIde whenever there are coding suggestions to make.
In this example:

BLIde displays all methods for a TList object. That's ok. Then, to select an item from the Autolist,
the best way to make it fast and easy is to start typing the method you want to introduce. See this
example:

In this example, we've just type an 'a' letter, and the Autolist is giving a first suggestion. If the
suggestion is Ok, we can just write an operator (like the ' ( ' or any other operator). Doing this, BLIde
will complete the method AddFirst automatically.
If the method we're wanting to introduce is not AddFirst, we can continue typing or select the desired
method using the up/down arrow keys.
In some other IDEs (usually older IDEs) the Autolist completion has to be done using the ENTER
key, the SPACE key or the TAB key. In BLIde any operator will perform completion so this is not
really needed. Additionally, completing an autolist using the ENTER key is no longer recommended
unless you uncheck the 'Start a new line after pressing ENTER on Autolist' on the preferences
dialog.
As a side note, you can close any Intelliprompt popup by pressing the ESC key, at any moment.
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7

BLIde/BlitzMax reserved words

7.1

Regions
BLIde adds the ability of creating code regions in your programs while it maintains compatibility with
the underlaying BlitzMax compiler.
To do so, BLIde uses a self defined directive called Region.
The syntax of a region is:
'#Region <region name>
Source code
'#End Region
And it has this effect on BLIde:

You can see how BLIde adds a folding node when it founds the '#Region directive.
So you can later collapse this code region:

7.2

Intelliprompt integrated documentation
When using intelliprompt, you'll see most of the commands and classes defined in the BlitzMax
installed framework provide documentation as you write.
As an example, the graphics command:

Does inform, in green, that it is used to 'Begin graphics'.
You can define this kind of documentation helpers in BLIde too. To do so, you can use the default
BlitzMax bbdoc directive (even when you're not developing a module).
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As an example:

You can see in this example, how BLIde is understanding the bbdoc directive and it shows the
helper information we've specified just before the function declaration.
Apart from using the regular bbdoc command, BLIde also integrates another documentation
command. This time is the Summary: keyword:

This function will also provide help inside the BLIde session, but will be ignored when read from
modules, or when the BlitzMax documentation for the specified file is generated, as opposite to what
happens with the bbdoc keyword.

7.3

Intelliprompt documentation formatting
BLIde allows you to format the intelliprompt additional information using regular HTML tags.
Example:
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Those are some of the common tags:
<br> marks a line feed
<b>text</b> marks text in Bold
<i>text</u> marks text in italic
<u>text</u> marks underlined text
<font color=red>text</font> marks text in color red. Replace red with the name of any web color
to make it work with several colors.
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8

Parts of the IDE

8.1

Define editor colors and look

8.1.1

Define editor colors
This tool is available at Menu / Settings / Define editor colors and fonts.
First of all, to define the editor colors and fonts for a specific file format (BlitzMax, C++, C,
Assembler, Python, etc.) you have to be editing a file of this kind.
In this manual, we'll assume we're editing a BMX file called Columns.bmx
When we select this option, a window pops up:

This window has 3 main areas:
Available color combinations 75
Editor Text Colors (Text Styles)
Editor Drawing Colors (General)

80
77
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75

Available color combinations
When defining the editor colors and fonts for the BLIde editor, there's a TAB called available colors
combinations.
This tab looks like this;

You can choose from a predefined list of available color combinations and see how they look in your
document.
Examples:
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If you want to apply definitively the selected color schema, just click on the Done button. Otherwise,
click on Cancel.
There's a button with the text Add/Update all available schemas. BLIde updates can have some new
or improved color schemes but they are not loaded by default when BLIde updates itself (to
prevent overwriting any user defined color shcema). If you want to load all the color schemes of
your current BLIde setup, you can do so by clicking this button.
See also: Editor colors (Text Styles)

8.1.3

80

, Editor colors (General)

77

Editor Drawing Colors
This tab in the Editor colors and fonts window lets you configure a some of the default colors for the
editor window items.
This tab looks like this:
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The editor font parameter is the font used to display text in the editor window. If you drop down the
list of available fonts you'll see a list like this one:
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This list will show all available Fonts on BLIde, and a symbol for those that are recommended for
code writing (monospace and clear type).
The second parameter to configure here is the font size for the displayed text.
Then you can choose the back color for the editor window, the TAB indent color, and a big list of
available items.
See also: Editor Colors (Available color combinations)
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Editor Text Colors
This tab of the editor colors and fonts editor window let's you modify the color and look of every
highlighted item in the edit window.
This tab looks like this:

The list on the left is a list of available token types. Select any of them to modify its parameters
(Fore color, Back color, underline, bold or italic).
See also: Editor colors (Available color combinations)

8.2

Toolbox

8.2.1

Expression evaluator

75

, Editor colors (General)

77

The expression evaluator is a complex arithmetic and alphanumeric calculator. It can handle
complex expressions with most of the functions defined in the built-in BlitzMax compiler.
The expression evaluator is compiler-based, so expressions can take a second or two to be
calculated, specially when the expression evaluator is used for the first time on a BLIde session.
This is the Expression Evaluator window:
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If we enter an expression in the code-box at the bottom of the Expression evaluator and press Enter
(or the Evaluate button), we can see the result:
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Running addons
This is the Running Add-ons tool:

This tool contains a list of currently running add-ons. Think of it as a program manager window, if
any Add-ons crashes, you can use this window to shut it down by double-clicking it.

8.2.3

Todo list
The ToDo list window is used to keep track of tasks. Each task is made up of a name, description,
and status. The Name of the task is the friendly name that you set for the task. The Description is a
field for a longer description of the task. The Status is used to set the task to one of three possible
values:

Adding a Task
A task is added by clicking the "Add new item" button
. When you choose the "Add new item"
button, you will see a "New Task" added to the Things to do window.
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Double-clicking on the New Task item in the Things to do window will display the following window:

You can now change the name, description, and the status of the task.
Deleting a Task
A task can be deleted by selecting the task, and choosing the "Delete current item" button

.

Modifying a Task
A task can be modified by double-clicking on the task name or icon. This will bring up the following
dialog:
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Simply change the Status to the desired one and click Done.
Toggle List/Icons
This button changes the view of the Task window to either a list or an icon with the task name
underneath it

. Double-clicking on the specific tasks icon, displays the task edit window.

You can also move a task up/down with the arrow buttons at the bottom of the "ToDo list" pane.

8.3

Printing

8.3.1

Page setup
This option is available on File / Print / Page setup- By selecting Page Set-up, BLIde will open
you're printer's driver page set-up page to let you choose the printer properties before sending any
code to the printer.

8.3.2

Print Document
This option is available at the menu File / Print / Print document.
When this menu item is selected BLIde will send the current active document to the printer.
See also: Page set-up, Print Preview, Printing Options

8.3.3

Print Preview
This option is available at File / Print / Print preview.
By selecting this menu item, BLIde will generate a preview of the printed document, so you can see
how many pages will it take, and how it will fit on the printed page.
This window looks like this:
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Notice that the print preview dialog window is system-based, so it will be displayed in your Windows
default language. (In the given example, it is on Spanish).

8.3.4

Printing options
This option is available on File / Print / Printing options.
By selecting this menu item, BLIde will open the printing options dialog:

In this dialog we can choose wether to print a Header for the document, print a Footer, make it word
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wrap, print it syntax colored, print the line numbers, and some additional options.

8.4

The code window
The Code window displays the contents of the currently selected bmx file. On the left side of the
window are the line numbers which allow you to keep track of your code.

There is also a combo box that let’s you select the Build type associated to the file you are
editing.
Windows application (GUI ), Command line program (Console) or BLIde Plug in
(deprecated)or a Windows 32 bits DLL.
A command line program is an .EXE that can be run from a command line. Like the DOS
commands you may be familiar with. Choosing the Console Application check box will compile the
program to an EXE that can be run from the Console or from Windows where it will be opened within
a console window.
The Windows Application (GUI) is the default build mode for most BlitzMax games. If you are not
making a Console Application, this may be your choice.
The BLIde Plug In is reserved for building Legacy BLIde Plug-Ins. Current BLIde versions use
another system for building their own plug-in. This build mode is here only for compatibility with
older BLIde versions.
When you're editing a dependent file (a file that does not generate a EXE or DLL, because it's
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included or imported in a parent bmx file) this combo box will be disabled.
There's also a info panel at the bottom of the editor window.
The Code window also has a right mouse-click popup with all of the standard editing features you
would expect:

In addition to the regular cut/paste/Delete features, you can comment a hole selection of text in the
code window, or uncomment it. You can also Find and Replace a word, fold or unfold all regions or
code, convert a selection of code to a Region, or even add or remove bookmarks or debug break
points.

8.5

Autilists
An autolist is a list of selectable text that appears in the code window as you type.
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BLIde offers you the ability to create your own Autolists. To do it, select Autolists / Autolists creator
and editor. Then you will see a dialog like this one:

If you select an Autolist from the list at the right, you’ll get all its available selections.
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Then you can edit the list, add or remove items, and save its changes.
You can also create a new Autolist, pressing the Button New Autolist. When you save the changes
of this New Autolist, a new dialog will appear, asking for a name for the new autolist.
Once you’ve created as many autolist as you wish. You can assign them to shortcuts. To do it,
select Autolists / Assign Autolists to Shortcuts. Doing it you will see a dialog like this one:

You can select an autolist, from the list at the left, and assign it to a shortcut key. This way, you’ll
be able to launch your autolists from the code window.
As an example, if we assign the "Keys" autolist to the shortcut Ctrl + 1, every time we press Ctrl +
1 from the code window, we will see this:
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Console
The Console Output window displays build information, print messages, errors and other text that
has been directed to the console.

By pressing the right mouse button, a context menu is displayed with some additional options:

Select "Clear console" to clear the contents of the console.
Select "Copy" to copy the selected text in the console to the clipboard
Select "Select all" to select all the text in the console window
Select "Console word wrap" to enable or disable the word wrap functionality of the console window.
When disabling word wrap, a horizontal scroll bar can appear at the bottom of the BLIde console
window.
Also, notice there's a selection combo, that let's us decide if we want to see the output from the
BLIde engine, the compiler, or the program being executed:
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BLIde will automatically modify the selected 'output' as requested. This way, we get the different
output generated by BLIde, the BlitzMax compiler, and the compiled application separated and
organized.

8.7

Define external editors for media files

On this dialog we can set some standard extension (jpg, wav, doc, etc...) and associate them to
external editors, so when a file of this kind is requested to be edited, BLIde opens the desired
application.
To add a extension to the list, just click the Add file type button, set the extension name (ie. .
png), then select the extension name and click on 'Define App'.
Close the window when done.
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Framework inspector
The Framework inspector displays a tree of the mod servers, modules, types, methods and
functions available in the existing global framework. All items are shown with all kind of additional
information, including documentation, inheritance relations, etc.

8.9

The local shortcuts window
Local Shortcuts Window
The Local Shortcuts window displays the constants, local, global, functions, types and other objects
within the current BLIde session.
If you click in any item or filename, it will be displayed in the active edit window, they act like webpage 'links'.
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The Update Now, at the top of this window, is used to refresh this information if you have added or
deleted a component from your code and you wish it to now show up in the Local Shortcuts window.
This is usually not necessary as BLIde will update this information automatically while you are
coding, unless Real time updating is disabled.

8.10

The advanced module builder
The advanced module builder let's you make a selection of Modules to be rebuilt or documented.
This tool looks like this:
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Notice the list of available modules at the left of the dialogue. You may use this list to select the
modules you want the advanced module builder to Build. When you're done with your selection, you
can check the Threaded build if you want to make the threaded build version of those modules, and
then, select the 'Document selected' to build the documentation, or select the 'Build selected' to
perform a compilation.
All modules successfully built will be unchecked from the list. As some modules rely on others to be
compiled, sometimes some modules will fail to be build at the first run of a complex module
selection. This kind of errors can be minimized when dependent modules are compiled first.
For more information, see your BlitzMax compiler documentation.
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Configure module's database
This tool can be used to remove some modules from the internal BLIde modules database.

Sometimes, when working with a complex BlitzMax modules setup, some module's keywords can
conflict with others. As instance, if we have 2 or more 3D modules installed, several of them can
have a TEntity class, or an UpdateWord command. In order to avoid getting wrong intelliprompt
items or help, this dialogue can be used to disable some modules from the BLIde database. In
concrete, the modules that are conflicting with the ones we are really using at the moment.
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Associate file extensions with BLIde parsers
This tools let's you tell BLIde that a given file extension can be used with one of the available BLIde
Plus parsers.

Select one of the available parsers at the left, and edit the list of associated additional extensions.
As instance we can add the .h extension to the C parser if we're working with C or C++ header files.
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Manage several BlitzMax setups
BLIde Plus let's you handle several BlitzMax setups, and jump from one to the other quickly and
easily.

This dialogue let's you add additional BlitzMax setups to your current BLIde Plus configuration, give
each setup a name, delete setups, switch from one setup to another, etc.
This is very useful for people 'playing' with BlitzMax hacks or special configurations, and for people
running development versions of BlitzMax.
This option is available on Tools / Manage several BlitzMax setups

8.14

Configure the MinGW compiler
BlitzMax code can be mixed with C, ObjectiveC and C++ code natively due its internal structure. To
do so, BlitzMax has to work side-by-side with the MinGW compiler, which is a free development
application for Windows.
This MinGW tool, integrates several compilers and programs that can be used by BLIde, by
BlitzMax and by some third party modules to add some extra features to your BlitzMax development
system. However, setting up the MinGW environment is not a trivial task.
Some people -not using BLIde- are modifying their system environments variables, paths, and other
things to be able to use MinGW with BlitzMax which is not very recommended. Modifying the whole
system environment just to use a tool...
Fortunately, BLIde provides a simple and powerful way to integrate the MinGW tools with BlitzMax,
without requiring any system tweaks or modifying any environment variable,etc. As many things in
BLIde, it 'just works'. To do so, first of all get the latest officially supported MinGW here: http://
sourceforge.net/project/downloading.php?group_id=2435&use_mirror=jaist&filename=MinGW-5.1.3.
exe&2597933
When you execute the MinGW installer you'll see this dialog:
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Click Next. and select Download and install:

Then, click Next. Accept the GNU License, and click next again. Then, when asked which version to
install, select 'current':
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Then click Next. The Components selection window will appear. Select MinGW Base Tools and g+
+ compiler. Default set up location is c:\MinGW.

Then Click Next, and select the Install destination folder (usually c:\MinGW) and follow the rest of
the wizard. from now on, the installation wizard is standard.
At some point, the installer will start downloading all the packages in order to install them:
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After this process ends, MinGW in installed but BLIde (and BlitzMax) won't be able to communicate
with it, unless BLIde is set up to interact with MinGW. But this is very easy to do.
In order to make BLIde work side-by-side with the MinGW components you've just installed, open
BLIde and select the menu option Tools / Configure the MinGW compiler. Doing so, a dialog like this
one will be displayed:
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After this dialog is displayed, unless it shows a message indicating the MinGW configuration is ok,
you should press the 'Set MinGW location' button and select the folder where MinGW was installed
(usually c:\MinGW). After doing this, this dialog will show like this:

Press the OK button as BLIde is now adding MinGW support to the BlitzMax compiler. In this
process BLIde is not modifying any of your system options or configuration.

8.15

The optimized system console
This option (Tools / Open optimized system console) opens a default system console (terminal) with
an special configuration. This system console includes all BlitzMax tools in its system path
environment variable, and also all the MinGW tools if available, so you can call BMK or GCC from
any folder in the system, and you can compile modules or programs with C or C++ code from this
system console, even if you haven't set any global environments variables for MinGW. (see configure
the MinGW compiler 98 )
This is the look of the optimized system console:
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As you can see, calling any BMK utility from this system console, is a trivial thing:

As a result:

You can see we've called the BMK utility from a random folder in the system, and everything just
worked.
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The BLIde Publisher

9.1

BLIde Publisher
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This dialog let's you set the ICO for your final EXE file. The ICO resource will be properly linked to
your executable. Not a single line of code has to be changed to properly embed the ICO resource.
This dialog also has some additional build options:
Debug: enable this option to generate a Debug enabled executable. This can be very useful when
released beta versions of your games or applications.
Enable Visual Styles: Enabling this option, your executable will have the appropriate GUI
(Graphical user interface) visual style when running on Windows XP or Vista.
Console
start-up.

Application: Enabling this option, your executable will have a console window on its

NRV compression: Executables published from within BLIde can incorporate a internal NRV onthe-fly compression algorithm to drastically reduce its size without changing a single line of code
and without having to deal with framework or specific import structures. This is the same
compression algorithm performed by the UPX exe compression system. The generated executables
doesn't have to be decompressed on disk, they're just 'smaller' executables.
Some examples:
Test application compiled directly with BlitzMax , without the BLIde Professional Publisher:
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the same application published with the BLIde Professional Publisher:

see that the visual styles are properly enabled (no need of any external manifest file or the like).
The icon is properly added to the window and the file is A LOT smaller. Not a single line of code
was modified.
Now, the same program running on vista:
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Notice that the Vista Theme is also launched with the file published by the BLIde Publisher.
This BLIde feature requires a BLIde Plus license.
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The BLIde Traveler

10.1

The BLIde Traveler

109

The BLIde Traveler is a portable environment generated from BLIde Plus, that contains all the
BLIde IDE, the active BlitzMax installation (including all modules) and the MinGW setup (if any).
This environment can be created on a Pen Drive or removable device, and it can be executed later on
mostly any Windows computer, without requiring any installation. The whole environment is
standalone and can be used directly from the removable device.
This tools has been designed to facilitate two tasks:
1.- Coding on several computers with the same BLIde and BlitzMax configuration.
2.- Betatesting your games or applications on several computers with the ability to fix in-situ
any bug that may appear
This portable environment called BLIde Traveler is automatically generated by BLIde, and it is ready
to be launched from any Windows Vista or Windows 7 computer. It can also be launched on any
pre-vista Windows computer with the .net framework version 2,0, 3.0 or 3.5.
To generate a BLIde Traveler, just go to Tools / Generate a portable environment, then select the
location where you want this portable environment to be generated, and let BLIde do the rest for you.
It's easy.
See also: The BLIde Traveler differences

10.2

109

.

The BLIde Traveler differences
There are some limitations of BLIde Traveler, compared to regular BLIde Plus:
1.- BLIde Traveler can't get updates. In order to get an updated BLIde Traveler, update your
BLIde Plus account, and generate a new BLIde Traveler.
2.- BLIde Traveler can't modify the MinGW settings, as MinGW is embedded in BLIde
Traveler, the MinGW configuration can't be changed. If you update or modify your MinGW
environment on BLIde Plus, you will need to generate a new BLIde
Traveler to update the
MinGW configuration of your portable environment
3.- BLIde Traveler can't generate additional BLIde Traveler environments. If you want to
duplicate a BLIde Traveler environment, just copy the whole folder of the original one somewhere
else.
Other than that, BLIde Traveler has the same features and capabilities than BLIde Plus.
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DLL compilation with BLIde

11.1

Compiling DLLs from BLIde

111

BLIde supports and integrates the compilation of genuine native windows 32 bits DLLs.
This DLL compilation process is performed in the following way:
1.

Compilation of the definitions file needed by the BlitzMax Linker

2.

Compilation of the BlitzMax source code

3.

DLL link

This process has been split, and now it is performed by the following applications:
Definitions file: Generated by the BLIde Plus engine
BlitzMax compilation: Performed by the BlitzMax compiler
DLL linking: Performed by the BlitzMax Linker and the MinGW engine
Obviously, you don't have to deal separately with each application. As most things on BLIde, this
process is done automatically and it 'just works'.
The DLLs generated by the BLIde Plus DLL Compilation Process are standard Win32 DLLs. That is,
this DLLs can expose Functions contained on regular BMX source code. Types, Methods and
functions inside types are not supported. This DLLs can then be used from any programming
language with native support for Win32 DLLs, like Microsoft's Visual Studio Express C# or C++
editions, the free DevC++ environment from Bloodshed or alternatively languages such as
PureBasic, Delphi or Visual Basic. NET
See also: How to compile a DLL

11.2

111

, How to load a compiled DLL on another program

112

.

How to compile a DLL
1.- First of all, set the Build mode for your program to Windows DLL.
·

On Solutions: You can do this on the Build as selector, on the properties page of any
managed program inside a solution.

·

On unmanaged programs: Select the build mode in the Build as combo box of the main
BMX file of the DLL

·

On single BlitzMax files: Select the build mode in the Build as combo box of the target
BMX file

2.- Add the "win32" identifier to any function you want the DLL to export. Functions marked with the
"win32" mark will be considered 'Public', and will be available to applications importing the generated
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DLL.
Example: (File MyDll.bmx)
Function Multiply:int(Value1:int, Value2:int) "Win32"
GCEnter()
Return Value1 * Value2
End Function
IMPORTANT: Notice the GCEnter() call at the start of the function. when a BlitzMax function is
put inside a DLL called from another program, the Garbage Collector can be disabled, so a call to
GCEnter as the first sentence of any exposed function is more than advised.
3.- Build as you would build any other application or module, and the DLL will be automatically
generated. When the build process is completed, you'll get a dll file, but also a .a file and a .def file.
Both .a and .def files that can be ignored when distributing the DLL to the final DLL users.
see also: How to load a compiled DLL on another program

11.3
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How to load a compiled DLL on another program
First of all, you have to dynamically link the library. That is, you have to 'Load' the DLL. To do so,
we use the BlitzMax built-in function LoadLibraryA.
Example:
Global MyLibrary:int = LoadLibraryA("MyDll.dll")
In this example, If the library is successfully loaded, the variable MyLibrary should contain a handler
to the already loaded DLL. Otherwise the variable has a value of 0.
Then, when the library is loaded, we also need to create a pointer to any function contained in the
DLL. That is A LOT easier than it sounds. We need just to declare a global with the same signature
as the function we're trying to use.
As an example:
Global MyImportedFunction:int(Value1:int, Value2:int) = GetProcAddress
(MyLibrary,"Multiply")
The function GetProcAdress just magically starts the pointer to the function "Multiply" defined in the
dll specified on the first parameter.
When this is done, we can just use the function as any other BlitzMax function.
This is the complete example:
Global MyLibrary:int = LoadLibraryA("MyDll.dll")
Global MyImportedFunction:int(Value1:int, Value2:int) = GetProcAddress
(MyLibrary,"Multiply")
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MyImportedFunction(2,5)

Should output the text:
10
And that's all!
see also How to compile a DLL
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IDE Menus

12.1

BLIde Menus

These are the menus found within BLIde :
File
Edit
View
Building
Tools
Modules
Windows
Autolists
Add-ons
Help

12.2

The file menu
The file menu:

This menu contains all the options to make basic IDE operations,
New
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New Solution : Creates a new BLIde Solution
New single file: Create a new code file.
New temporary BMX file: Create a BMX file to make some code tests. This file
will be created in a temp folder.
BlitzMax file from template: Create a new BMX file using an existing code
template..
Open Solution

Opens a dialogue in order to load a managed or unmanaged BLIde solution.

Open file

Opens a dialogue that allow the user to load a single source code file.

Close

Closes the current document tab

Close solution

Closes and unloads all the documents of the given solution.

Save

Saves the current document if it has been changed.

Save As...

Saves the current document with the given name, at the given location. When
working with solutions, this usually implies that the document is saved "as a
copy".

Save solution

Save any modified file on a solution, and any solution file.

Export file

Opens a sub-menu containing all the options available to export any code
currently highlighted using HTML or RTF format. By default all files are saved
as plain text files with the appropriate encoding (Latin ANSI encoding except
when Unicode encoding is needed, in that case big endian Unicode is used).

Recent solution

Sub-menu containing a list of recently opened projects. Select any of them to
open and edit the file's code.
Sub-menu containing all available print options:

Print

Page set up: Configure the printer's page settings.
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Printing options: Determine and makes changes to the available printing
options.
Print preview: Open a preview of the document on screen.
Print Document: Send the document to the printer.
Exit

12.3

Close BLIde.

The Edit Menu
The edit menu:

This menu contains all of the edit operations available in the code editing window.
Undo
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Redo

Roll-back the last undo operation.

Cut

Copy the selected text to the windows clipboard and delete the selection from
the active edit window.

Copy

Copy the selected text to the windows clipboard.

Paste

Replace the selected text, if any, with the text contained in the windows
clipboard.

Delete

Erase the selected text in the active edit window.

Select All

Select all available text in the active edit window.

Generate getter/
setter

Generated a getter/setter structure for a given field. Very useful when working
on Objects encapsulation
This submenu contains all advanced edit operations:

Advanced
Comment Selection: Convert all selected text to BlitzMax comments.
Uncomment selection: Convert a commented block of code to regular code.
Convert selection to foldable region: Convert a selected Block of code to a
foldable region of code.
Toggle Bookmark: Add a bookmark at the current caret position. Bookmarks
are displayed in the gutter margin of BLIde
Jump to next bookmark: Jump to the next available bookmark in current
document.
Jump to previous bookmark: Jump to the previous bookmark in current
document.
Clear Bookmarks: Clear all bookmarks in the active document.
Format whole document: Corrects folding and expression formatting of the
entire document.

More edit options

This submenu contains the following options:
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Convert to uppercase will convert the selected text to uppercase.
Convert to lowercase will convert the selected text to lowercase
Insert new line above will add a new blank line above the current one
Insert new line below will add a new blank line below the current one
Open all documents will open all the documents of the solution as tabbed
documents
Close all documents will close all the documents of the solution
Add DebugStop

Adds a DebugStop mark in the current code line

Highlight current
word

Highlights all occurrences of the selected word in all open documents.

Stop highlighting
specific word

Stops highlighting all occurrences of a given word in all open documents.

Fold all

Folds all folding nodes.

Unfold all

Expands all folding nodes.

Fold at definition
level

Expands and folds all the folding nodes in a way that the document structure is
easier to navigate.
This submenu contains all available 'search and replace' options available on
BLIde:

Find and replace
Find is a regular find and replace dialogue, to find keywords in the active edit
document.
Find and replace is the same dialogue as Find, but with additional replace
features.
Find Next will find the next occurrence of the text being searched
Find in files is a special dialogue that performs search operations in all
currently open documents.
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This sub-menu contains some interesting jump-related operations.

Jump to definition: Jump to the declaration line of the current identifier.
Example:

Jump to...

After pressing Shift+F2 or selecting Jump to Definition:

This submenu contains all code-template related operations:

Code Templates
Apply code template: Apply an existing code template to the current document
Get more code templates: Get more code templates on-line.
Save current file as code template: Save the current file as a code template
file.
Insert code
template

This option will show an auto-list of the available code template files, allowing
you to choose any of them
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The View menu
This is the view menu:

This menu allows the BLIde user to open any of the BLIde panels and toolbox items.

12.5

The Building menu
This menu contains all project oriented operations available on BLIde

Build and run

Build and run current project or current single BMX file. Projects and files are
always saved before being built and run.

Build and run
current program
only

Instead of building the whole project and running the last built program, this
option will only build the file currently being edited. This is very useful when
working with projects that generate more than one EXE file..

Build only

Build the current project or single BMX file but do not run it.

Rebuild ignoring
Quick Build

Compiles the entire solution or single file from scratch, ignoring pre-existing
object files. This allows BLIde users to be working with QuickBuild enabled and
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use this option whenever they want to make a full rebuild of an entire solution,
instead of toggling QuickBuild off, building, and turning QuickBuild On again.
Open a real Windows console and run the program there. BLIde will have no
Test last build on a
control over the running executable as it will be executed on a real system
real console
shell.
Sub-menu containing all the options to control standard compiler flags. You
can enable or disable the debugger and enable or disable the quick build
functionality of the BlitzMax compiler.
Compiler Options

Sub-menu containing all file related operations in managed solutions:

Unmanaged
solution
management

Refresh dependencies tree: When working on unmanaged solutions, files are
linked to the project 'by hand' by specifying all the includes, imports and IncBin
commands within the code. When changes are made to these commands,
BLIde has to rebuild its project-file tree. Selecting this option will do the work,
so BLIde is properly in sync with the active project. Usually there's no need to
use this option, as BLIde self-updates on modern managed solutions.
Additional media files: When working on managed solutions, sometimes
there are additional media files that are not code related, but that are part of the
entire project. You can manage these files using the available options.
Project

info: Opens the project / solution info dialogue

Project

manager: Open the manage project dialogue

Sub-menu containing all the publisher options of BLIde

Publisher
Publish settings:Opens the publish settings for the current program or single
BMX file.
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program:Starts the publishing process.

Explore current file
Opens windows explorer in the save location of the active document.
folder

12.6

The Tools menu
This menu contains all additional BLIde tools

Internet tools

This submenu contains some shortcuts to the BlitzMax and BLIde internet
pages.
This section contains the following options:

Support tools
Report a BLIde bug: Selecting this option, the BLIde user will be able to report
any BLIde bug to the BLIde team, in order for the bug to be fixed
Get support: Selecting this option, you could get support from the BLIde team
regarding anything related to BLIde. This option requires a BLIde Plus account.

Other tools
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Selecting BLIde color selector will open the BLIde Color Selector tool
Selecting Calculator BLIde will open the windows default calculator
Preferences

Opens the preferences dialog.

Configure the
MinGW compiler

This dialog will open the Configure MinGW compiler dialog

Open Optimized
system console

This dialog will open the optimized for BlitzMax system console

31

Configuration wizard Opens the BLIde configuration wizard

12.7

98

102

18

Manage several
BlitzMax setups

Opens an utility that will let you configure BLIde to work with several BlitzMax
setups.

Define editor's
colors scheme

This will open the Define editor colors dialogue

Define external
editors for media
files

This will open the Define external editors for media files dialogue

Associate file
extensions with
BLIde parsers

This will open a dialogue that will let you associate any file extension with a
given BLIde parser.

Delete temporary
files

This will clean up any temporary file created by BLIde.

74

.

92

.

The modules menu
This is the modules menu:

This menu has all the options you may need to deal with the complete BlitzMax framework and
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modules.
Advanced module
This option will launch the advanced module builder.
builder
Configure modules This will show a dialogue that will let you disable some modules, making them
database
unavailable from the intelliprompt system.

12.8

Build all modules

Launches a dialogue that will let you build all your currently installed modules.

Document modules

This option will generate the documentation for all your currently installed
modules.

Refresh modules
database now

If you have installed any new module, or modified an existing one, you may
want to refresh the BLIde module database to maintain intelliprompt properly
updated. You can do this automatically here.

Refresh modules
database when
BLIde restarts

This option will refresh the module's database on next BLIde restart.

The Window menu
This menu contains all additional BLIde windows and layout operations:

Auto Hide all

Selecting this option, all available floating windows and panels will be
minimised.
A BLIde session before activating the 'Auto Hide All' could look like this:
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And after pressing the option, the same session would look like this:

New horizontal tab This option will create horizontally a new tabbed documents area. This will let
group
the user to see more than one document at the same time.
New vertical tab
group

This option will create vertically a new tabbed documents area. This will let the
user to see more than one document at the same time.

Lock windows

This option let's you lock all the BLIde floating windows and panels. If this
option is selected, all BLIde panels and windows will be locked, so them will
not be resizable or moveable.
This option has a list of all available BLIde skins.

Skins

The currently selected skin will be displayed as 'marked'. In this example, the
selected skin is "Blue Jay Way 2007", based on the Office 2007 color schema.
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This option let's you choose a from a list of built-in BLIde layouts. You can
even save your current layout and it'll be available in the list for future
reference.

The Autolists menu
The

Autolists

menu

An autolist is a list of selectable words, displayed in a context intelliprompt window, like this one:

This example is displaying the 'keys' autolist.
All autolist operations can be performed from the Autolists menu.
This menu contains all autolist operations.

<void>
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All items marked '<void>' are empty spaces on the menu where you can insert
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Autolist creator and This option opens the autolist creator and editor dialogue. This dialogue let's
editor
you create new autolists, or modify existing ones.
Assign autolists to Selecting this option will enable you to assign autolists to available '<void>'
shortcuts
shortcuts.

12.10 The Add-ons menu
An Add-on is an external application BLIde can call to perform some specific operations. This menu
will contain a list of all available add-ons, if any. You can also access the Add on manager from
here.

12.11 The Help menu
The help menu:

From here you can request help, check for the latest updates to BLIde, view the version history of
BlitzMax and manage your BLIde Plus licenses.
Contextual help

Shows information of any command selected in the editor window. Typical F1
functioning.

Show declaration
reminder

Shows the declaration of the word under the cursor, in the editor window.

BLIde Help

Launches the BLIde help panel, and display the BLIde documentation.

BlitzMax Help

Shows the BlitzMax documentation

BlitzMax Help &

Shows the BlitzMax documentation and provides a tree-based structure for
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User's Guide

BlitzMax help topics, including third party modules.

Check for BLIde
updates

This option will check if the current BLIde version is up to date.

Set BLIde Plus
account details

This option let's the user specify his or her BLIde Plus account details, in order
to let BLIde check for updates properly.

About BLIde

This option will show the 'about' window, displaying all licensing, version and
copyright information of BLIde.
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The BLIde Framework

13.1

What is the BLIde Framework

131

The BLIde Framework is the folder, in disk, where BLIde stores all its information.
BLIde does not use the windows registry, and does not store any information inside the Program
files folder. Additionally, as opposite to what happens with other applications, BLIde is not using any
hidden system folder to store the user data, so everything is completely transparent to the BLIde
user.
In order to store the user preferences and information, BLIde does create a folder called BLIde
Framework in the BLIde user 'My Documents' or 'Documents' folder. This folder will contain all the
files and information BLIde is using. In other words, everything related to BLIde configuration and
customization is stored in the BLIde Framework folder.
The BLIde Framework contains the following folders:
Settings 131
Code Templates
Color Definitions
Plug-ins 133
User Layouts 133

13.2

132
132

The BLIde Framework settings folder
In this folder BLIde will store the general BLIde preferences. This is the list of files usually present at
this folder, and what do they store:
addonslist.dat : This file contains information about any BLIde add-on configured by the BLIde user.
If the user has not configured any Add-on, this file can be missing.
BLIde MainForm Size And Location.blif: This file contains the screen location where BLIde was last
time BLIde was used, so BLIde can launch later with the same screen location and size. If this file is
deleted, BLIde will start using a default maximized status and this file will be recreated. This is not a
vital file.
defbar3.xml: This file contains the serialization (size and location) of all toolbars in BLIde. If this file
is deleted, BLIde will create it again with a default layout serialization of toolbars.
deflayout3.xml: This file contains the general layout of BLIde last time it was used, so it can be
restored when BLIde is restarted. This file is not vital and can be deleted. Doing so, BLIde will start
with a default layout.
FindReplace.blif: This file contains the serialization of the latest search & replace operation. This
way, BLIde can store search and replace configurations between runs. If this file is deleted, BLIde
will recreate it with default settings.
KC.cache: This file contains a list of all available identifiers declared inside the currently installed
BlitzMax modules . This is a vital file and should not be deleted or modified. If you delete this file,
Doing so, you could leave BLIde in an inconsistent status.
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hlpdata.hdc: This file contains a list of relationships between identifiers and modules and stores
information about where these relationships are defined. This information is used by BLIde to provide
help when the BLIde user press F1 over a keyword. This is a vital file and should not be deleted or
modified. Doing so could leave BLIde in an inconsistent status.
instantiable.hdc: This file contains a list of all classes and module-servers and module-names. This
information is part of the internal BLIde database and it is considered a vital file that should not be
modified or deleted by the user.
minibd.hdc: This file contains most of the internal BLIde modules database. If this file is deleted,
BLIde will create again its internal modules database when BLIde restarts.
OpenedTabs.txt: This is a text file that contains a list of latest opened Tabs, so BLIde can reopen
them if requested when BLIde is restarted.
parsers.blif: This file contains all the information about additional file extensions for the available
BLIde Plus parsers. If this file is deleted, this additional file extensions will not be available. A BLIde
Plus user can re-generate this file in the option Tools / Associate file extensions with BLIde parsers
97 .
path.txt: This file contains the location of the currently active BlitzMax setup.
plusdata.txt: This file contains the username and password of your BLIde Plus user account, in case
you've decided to store this information between BLIde updates. The information stored in this file is
encrypted.
Properties.blif: This file contains all the BLIde preferences (as they have been set in the BLIde
Preferences window 31 ). If this file is deleted, BLIde will reload the default preferences when it is
restarted.
WinRegister.BLIof: This file contains information about recent projects, current active BLIde skin,
current version number of the internal modules database, etc. This information was stored in the
windows register on previous BLIde versions. This file is a replacement of the windows registry for
BLIde.

13.3

The BLIde Framework Code Templates Folder
This folder contains blt files.
BLT files are files that contain BlitzMax code templated for BLIde.Those files contain regular source
code, stored in the form of ANSI or UNICODE text.

13.4

The BLIde Framework Color Definitions folder
This folder contains the currently installed BLIdeDef3 files.
Those file contains color definitions for specific BLIde parsers. If this folder is deleted, BLIde will
recreate it with a list of default color definitions.
Notice that all BLIdeDef3 files have a double extension. Usually:
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Filename.Parser.BLIdeDef3
This way it is very easy to identify which language is defined on that specific file.

13.5

The BLIde Framework Plug-ins folder
This folder contains all currently active and installed BLIde Plug-ins. By default there are 2 Plug-ins.
If those are deleted, BLIde can lose part of its functionalities. All plug-in folders have the extension .
sdk.dll and contains at last one dll file.

13.6

The BLIde Framework User Layouts folder
This file contains the currently installed User Layouts. Those can be deleted or edited feely by the
user. If the whole folder is deleted, BLIde will recreate it automatically.

13.7

What if I delete the BLIde Framework?
Don't panic. You'll leave BLIde in its factory status.
So, if you want to leave BLIde in its factory status, just delete the BLIde Framework folder in your
'Documents' folder.
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Activating a BLIde Plus license and getting updates

14.1

How to activate or create my BLIde Plus account

135

All BLIde Plus purchased are processed manually. That means that the account information is sent
to the user once the order has been received and checked. That means that a purchase can take up
to 2 working days to be processed (usually it does not take longer than some hours).
Once your BLIde Plus order is processed, you'll get an email with all your account information (the
login and password). This email will contain also additional information about how to login to the
BLIde website customer's section.
If you have purchased BLIde and, after a reasonable period of 2 working days you haven't got an
email with your account details, feel free to contact us here: http://www.blide.org/?section=contact
Provide your Share-it orfer reference number so we can check the status of your order.

14.2

How to download an installer for latest version
Latest version can always be downloaded from here: http://www.blide.org/plus This site will require
your log-in information before you can proceed to the downloads section.
It is a good idea to download manually an updated version of BLIde, as a back-up copy.
Currently, we don't provide any download service for users with an expired updates license.
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Edition notes
This manual was revised to conform BLIde Plus 10.08.03-A.
Some of the features described here will not be available to BLIde Free Edition users. Whenever a
feature that requires BLIde Plus is requested from BLIde Free Edition, an information dialog like this
one will appear:

This dialog is unavoidable. The only way to get ride of it is by purchasing a BLIde Plus license.
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